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Mary Frances Dunham died yesterday. I heard
the news from Dr. Hossain Zillur Rahman last
night. I cannot explain it but my mind suddenly
stopped still since I heard the news.
Mary Frances Dunham was American. The Mary
Frances and Daniel Dunham couple had been in
Bangladesh for many years since 1968. They
have done a lot in support of the liberation war.
She has done so much with the art, literature,
music, history and tradition of Bangladesh that it
is unimaginable. In 1996, Mary Frances formed a
friendship with the writer Ahmed Sofa. Their
friendship lasted until the death of Ahmed Sofa.
Shortly after the publication of "Pushpa Vriksha
and Bihangapuran", Ahmad Sofa translated it into
English. It was transcribed by Priscilla Raj. After
that, Ahmed Sofa and Mary Frances continued
editing the translation together. Every early
morning Mary Frances would come to
Banglamator's house on her bicycle and work on
it for a long time.
She also took responsibility to try and publish it
from Penguin, but eventually that did not happen.
Meanwhile, Ahmed Sofa also died. That English
translation was published four or five years ago
from Khan Brothers & Company under my
editorship. I dedicated the book to her.
Mary Frances Dunham collected many Jarigans
from Bangladesh and translated them into
English. Ahmed Sofa also had a Jarigan in it. The
book was published by UPL.
She was a lively woman. Like Ahmad Sofa, she
also had a strong impulse for creativity. There has
been a lot of correspondence between the two.
It is not possible to describe Mary Frances
Dunham in a few of words. I have a lot of
memories of her. She loved Bangladesh as her
own country. The news of her death is really very
sad for me.

